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PRESS RELEASE 

ESMA consults on cloud outsourcing guidelines 

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), the EU’s securities markets regulator, 

has today published a consultation paper on guidelines on outsourcing to cloud service 

providers.  

The guidelines’ purpose is to provide guidance on the outsourcing requirements applicable to 

financial market participants when they outsource to cloud service providers. In particular, they 

aim to help firms and competent authorities identify, address and monitor the risks and 

challenges that arise from cloud outsourcing arrangements. 

Steven Maijoor, Chair, said:  

“Cloud outsourcing can bring benefits to firms and their customers, for example 

reduced costs and enhanced operational efficiency and flexibility. It also raises 

important challenges and risks that need to be properly addressed, particularly in 

relation to data protection and information security.  

“Financial markets participants should be careful that they do not become overly reliant 

on their cloud services providers.. They need to closely monitor the performance and 

the security measures of their cloud service provider and make sure that they are able 

to exit the cloud outsourcing arrangement as and when necessary.” 

“Today’s proposals will help firms understand and mitigate the risks that they are 

exposed to when outsourcing to cloud service providers.”  

The proposed guidelines set out: 

• The governance, documentation, oversight and monitoring mechanisms that firms 

should have in place; 

• The assessment and due diligence which should be undertaken prior to outsourcing; 
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• The minimum elements that outsourcing and sub-outsourcing agreements should 

include; 

• The exit strategies and the access and audit rights that should to be catered for;  

• The notification to competent authorities; and  

• The supervision by competent authorities. 

The proposed guidelines are consistent with the recommendations on outsourcing to cloud 

service providers published by the European Banking Authority (EBA) in February 2017 and 

subsequently incorporated into revised EBA guidelines on outsourcing arrangements in 

February 2019, and the guidelines on cloud outsourcing published by the European Insurance 

and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) in February 2020.  

Next steps 

The consultation is open until 1 September and seeks feedback from both national competent 

authorities and financial market participants that use cloud services provided by third parties. 

The consultation is also important for cloud service providers, as the draft guidelines aim to 

ensure that potential risks firms may face from the use of cloud services are properly 

addressed. ESMA aims to publish the Final Report on the Guidelines by Q1 2021. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/2170125/Recommendations+on+Cloud+Outsourcing+%28EBA-Rec-2017-03%29_EN.pdf/e02bef01-3e00-4d81-b549-4981a8fb2f1e
https://eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/2551996/EBA+revised+Guidelines+on+outsourcing+arrangements
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/guidelines-outsourcing-cloud-service-providers_en
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Notes for editors 

1. ESMA50-164-3342 Consultation Paper - ESMA Guidelines on outsourcing to cloud service 
providers 

2. The consultation follows on the FinTech Action Plan from the European Commission and 

the request to the European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) to explore the need for 

guidelines on outsourcing to cloud service providers. 

3. ESMA is the European Union’s securities markets regulator. Its mission is to enhance 
investor protection and promote stable and orderly financial markets. 

It achieves these objectives through four activities: 

i. assessing risks to investors, markets and financial stability; 

ii. completing a single rulebook for EU financial markets; 

iii. promoting supervisory convergence; and 

iv. directly supervising specific financial entities. 

4. ESMA achieves its mission within the European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS) 
through active cooperation with the European Banking Authority (EBA), the European 
Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA), the European Systemic Risk 
Board, and with national authorities with competencies in securities markets (NCAs). 
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